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Abstract
When pricing american option with discrete cash dividends
standard tree techniques are insufficient. J. W. Nieuwen-
huis and M. H. Vellekoop have presented a new tree tech-
nique involving interpolation to solve the problem. At ORC
it has been observed that when using an adaptive mesh to
increase the resolution of the tree around the dividends the
speed of convergence is improved.

In this paper we isolate the sources of errors in the tree
model and explain why the adaptive mesh has a good effect.
Using that knowledge we further improve the algorithm.
We found that we could both improve the accuracy and
reduce execution time for the algorithm.





Referat
Adaptiva trädtekniker vid optionsprissättning

När man prissätter amerikanska optioner där underliggan-
de har diskreta utdelningar så kan vanliga trädmodeller va-
ra otillräckliga. J. W. Nieuwenhuis och M. H. Vellekoop har
hittat en ny trädmetod där interpolation används för att lö-
sa de problem som uppstår. På ORC har man upptäckt att
genom att använda ett adaptivt träd för att öka punkttät-
heten i trädet kring utdelningarna så kan man få snabbare
konvergens av optionspriset.

I detta arbete undersöker vi det adaptiva trädets effek-
ter på prissättningsalgoritmen och isolerar olika felkällor.
Vi använder den kunskapen till att effektivisera algoritmen
för optimal noggrannhet och prestanda.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

When using binomial or trinomial trees to price financial contracts there are basi-
cally two types of errors that are imposed. One is distribution error and the other
is non-linearity error. The distribution error is due to the fact that one is using
a discrete set of points to approximate a diffusion process. Fortunately this error
goes to zero quickly as the number of time steps in the tree increases. Non-linearity
errors arise where the option value function is highly non-linear. Typical examples
are near the strike at expiry and close to the barrier for barrier options. This type
of error is typically the main problem to overcome in order to get an efficient pricing
algorithm.

When it comes to american call and put options where the underlying stock pays
discrete cash dividends other problems arise. At the time of the dividend there is
a discontinuity in the stock price, and since the tree for the underlying stock grows
geometrically a subtraction by the cash dividend amount yields a non-recombining
tree. To use the non-recombining tree is computationally very costly since each
node now requires a separate tree. Different methods have been developed to avoid
this problem. For example the Escrowed Model assumes that the stock price minus
the present values of the dividends to be paid before maturity follows a Geometric
Brownian Motion. Using this model however can cause arbitrage opportunities in
some special cases.

In this thesis we focus on another method developed by M. H. Vellekoop and J.
W. Nieuwenhuis [9]. In their approach they simply omit the dividends when building
the tree for the underlying stock, but afterwards use interpolation techniques to
determine the correct option prices at the times for the dividends. This technique
has proven very efficient, but again a non-linearity error is introduced due to the
non-linear payoff function.

The accuracy of interpolation methods depends of the number of points we
have. If a dividend payment happens very early in the tree that number can be
quite low. The number of nodes in a binomial tree grows as (N+1)(N+2)/2 where
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

N is the number of time steps and for trinomial trees the corresponding number is
(N+1)(N+1).

Because of the quadratic growth of nodes it is very expensive to increase the
number of time steps in the whole tree in order to reduce the error. To solve this
problem one can use an adaptive method to increase resolution only locally in the
tree. Stephen Figlewski and Bin Gao have developed such methods [6], and in this
project we use one of their methods to ’zoom in’ around the dividends using a so
called High Order Trinomial model.

1.2 About ORC-Group

Orc-Group developes a trading software used worldwide by custumers including
investment banks, trading firms, brokerages and hedge funds. The software contains
tools to calculate different kinds of characterictics for derivatives like price and
greeks. The pricing algorithms take many parameters which makes cashing hard,
and at market opening there is no cache. Hence it is essential that the algorithms
are fast so they easily can be practically used for large portfolios.

1.3 Purpose of the thesis

The Vellekoop and Nieuwenhuis method have recently been used at Orc to imple-
ment a new pricing algorithm for american put and call options paying discrete cash
dividends. In addition, Figlewski and Gao’s adaptive mesh techniques have been
applied to increase resolution around the time of the dividend payments. It has
been observed that the speed of convergence increases substantially when applying
the adaptive mesh but it is unclear in what part of the model the zooming gives the
hightened accuracy. In this thesis we try to isolate the different sources of errors in
the model and measure their significance. We analyze how each of them are being
affected by the zooming and try to eliminate them using more specialized methods.
The goal is to mathematically explain the convergences and provide a more refined
and more optimized algorithm for pricing the options.

1.4 Outline

The introduction contains a short summary of the problem and the purpose of the
thesis.

Section 2.1 covers basic theory about option pricing. A description of the Black-
Scholes model is given and how approximations using binomial and trinomial trees
work.

Section 2.2 explains the problems arising from cash dividends and different meth-
ods used to overcome these problems. Most importantly it contains a thorough
description of the M. H. Vellekoop and J. W. Nieuwenhuis interpolation method.
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1.4. OUTLINE

In section 2.3 the adaptive mesh models are described and in particular the
technique used by S. Figlewski, B. Gao.

Section 3.1 describes the details about the implementation and explains the
different kinds of errors that occur and how they are dealt with.

In section 3.2 a refined algorithm is presented and some numerical results are
presented.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

2.1 Option pricing
Options are financial derivative instruments that gives the owner the privilege but
not obligation to buy or sell a specific asset in a future time for a predetermined
price. An example of an option is the european call option, it gives its owner the
right to buy a share of a stock at time t = T (called maturity of the option) for the
predetermined strike price K. This is only profitable if the value of the stock ST at
time T is higher than the strike price K. Hence one can say that the value of the
option at maturity, or payoff function is Φ(ST ) = max(ST −K, 0) = (ST −K)+.

An american option is different from the european in the way that it can be
excercised at any time t ≤ T .

2.1.1 Black-Scholes model

Historically assigning arbitrage free prices to options has been difficult, but in 1973
Black and Scholes came up with a model to find these prices under certain assump-
tions [3]. This section is a short recap of arbitrage pricing under Black-Scholes
described in [2].

In the Black-Scholes model there exists the risky stock S and the riskless bond
B having the following dynamics

dSt = µStdt+ σStdWt (2.1)

dBt = rBtdt.

Here µ and σ are the expected rate of return and volatility for the stock respectively,
r is the risk free interest rate and Wt is a Wiener process. By solving the first
stochastic differential equation (SDE) we get

St = S0e

(
µ−σ

2
2

)
t+σWt

.
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

St is hence a log normally distributed variable with expected value and variance
given by

E[St] = S0e
µt

Var[St] = S2
t e

2µt(eσ2t − 1).

If V (t, St) is the value of the of the option at time t one can use Itôs lemma to get

dV =
(
µS

∂V

∂S
+ ∂V

∂t
+ 1

2σ
2S2∂

2V

∂S2

)
dt+ σS

∂V

∂S
dW. (2.2)

Using standard portfolio replication techniques and changing to the risk neutral
probability measure Q (under which µ = r) one can derive the following PDE
called the Black-Scholes equation

∂V

∂t
+ 1

2σ
2S2∂

2V

∂S2 + rS
∂V

∂S
− rV = 0 (2.3)

with the boundary condition V (T, ST ) = Φ(ST ), the payoff function at maturity for
the option.

The PDE can be solved with the solution

V (t, St) = e−r(T−t)EQ[Φ(ST )|St]
i.e., the value of the option at time t is the discounted expected value of the payoff
function at maturity under the risk neutral probability measure Q. For european
style options the expected value can sometimes be explicitly calculated (e.g., the
european put and call options), but for american options this is generally not the
case.

2.1.2 Binomial and trinomial trees
For american options there is no way to explicitly calculate the expected value of
the payoff function so it is necessary to use numerical methods to find it. A common
method is to use a binomial tree. In this method the underlying price process of
the stock is approximated with a discrete binomial process. In its original form,
presented by Cox, Ross and Rubenstein in 1979 [5], the time interval to maturity
[0, T ] is discretized to N time steps of length k = T

N . In each time step the stock is
assumed to move either up with a factor u or down with a factor d with probabilities
p and 1−p. To get this binomial process to approximate the log normally distributed
value of the stock the expected value and variance are matched, and to further
simplify things the variance of St, i.e., S2

t e
2µt(eσ2t − 1), can be approximated with

S2
0σ

2t when t is small [5]. This gives the equations

mean : pS0u+ (1− p)S0d = S0e
µk,

var : pS2
0u

2 + (1− p)S2
0d

2 − (pS0u+ (1− p)S0d)2 = S0σ
2k.
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2.1. OPTION PRICING

Here we have two equations and three unknowns that gives one degree of free-
dom, so we choose ud = 1 which gives the desired recombining property of the
binomial tree, meaning that the value of the stock is the same if it moves up and
then down compared to down and then up. Then we have the solution

p = eµk − d
u− d

.

When building the tree however we need to use the probabilities under the risk
neutral probability measure Q under which the expected rate of return µ is the risk
free interest rate r. Hence we have

q = erk − d
u− d

and to the accuracy of O(k) we have

u = eσ
√
k

d = e−σ
√
k.

Using this the price tree for the underlying stock can be calculated.
Next, the value of the option can be calculated in the last nodes of the tree since

at maturity the value of the option is simply the value of the payoff function. Now
we work our way backwards through the tree, where in each node the value of the
option is the maximum of the value if excercised and the expected value of keeping
it to the next time step discounted with the interest rate. Finally we arrive at time
t = 0 and we have the option value today.

Using a trinomial tree is principally the same, but a path is added in the middle
meaning that the stock price can go to three different values in one time step.

2.1.3 Interpolation techniques
Interpolation plays a central role in the methods included in this paper, and espe-
cially two kinds of methods are used. Interpolation in general is used to approximate
a continuous function on an interval given only a discrete set of points. Linear inter-
polation is the most basic method, given two data points (xk, yk) and (xk+1, yk+1)
where xk+1 > xk a straight line is used to approximate any point (x, y) where
xk < x < xk+1 i.e.,

y = yk + yk+1 − yk
xk+1 − xk

· x.

This method works fine when the function is relatively linear but in many cases it
is a quite poor approximation of the function. In the algorithm we sometimes want
to interpolate between sparse data points and hence the curvature of the function is
lost in those intervals. The linear interpolation has the important property that it
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

preserves monotonicity of the function it approximates. This property is required for
the methods we use in order to converge, and another interpolation method with this
property is Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolation Polynomial (PCHIP) [4]. It uses
a so called Cubic Hermite Spline to approximate the function in each interval with
a third degree polynomial. The polynomial coefficients are determined by using the
function values and its (possibly approximated) derivatives at the endpoints, but to
preserve monotonicity the derivatives used are modified based on certain conditions
(such as local extreme values). In this way we get a smooth curve through all the
data points.

2.2 Discrete cash dividends and tree models

Figure 2.1. A binomial tree for log(S) where the underlying stock pays a dividend
the size of which is a fixed percentage of the stock value. In this case the binomial
tree does recombine after the payout.

When a stock pays a discrete dividend the stock price drops with the same
amount. When building the binomial (or trinomial) tree for the underlying stock
the nodes are therefore shifted at the ex-dividend date. If the dividend is a per-

8



2.2. DISCRETE CASH DIVIDENDS AND TREE MODELS

Figure 2.2. A binomial tree for log(S) where the underlying stock pays a fixed cash
dividend. This kind of tree does not recombine after the dividend payout.

centage of the value of the stock it does not introduce any complications for the
tree models since the whole logarithmic tree is shifted equally, see Figure 2.1. If
however the dividend is a fixed amount of cash, which is the common situation,
this introduces a problem. Since the shift is a different percentage depending on
the stock price the tree is not recombining after the dividend as shown in Figure
2.2. This yields one separate tree for each node and this increases the computations
needed exponentially.

2.2.1 The Escrowed and Forward models
To get around the problem with a tree that does not recombine after dividend
payments different models have been proposed. These models generally deviate
from the assumption that the stock follows a geometric brownian motion, and to
compensate for errors introduced parameters are modified. Using these kinds of
makeshift solutions one can construct contracts that yield arbitrage prices and this
is a big setback.

9



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Two commonly used models (that are more deeply explained in [9]) are the
Escrowed model and the Forward model. In the Escrowed model one assumes
that the stock price minus the present price of the dividend follows a geometric
brownian motion, so the stock price S0 is replaced with S0 −De−rtD and therefore
the volatility needs to be adjusted. A common adjustment is to replace σ with

σS
S−De−rtD , but when the dividend is paid early the adjusted volatility is too high
yielding overpriced call options [7]. Other adjustments have been proposed but
they too have inherent flaws that make them inappropriate in some situations. A
problem with the Escrowed model is that it does not always omit arbitrage. For
example (from [7]) consider a stock with initial price S0 = 100, risk free rate r = 6%,
volatility σ = 30% and pays a dividendD = 7 in 0.9999 years. Using the Roll-Geske-
Whaley (RGW) model (that uses the Escrowed model assumption) on an american
call option with one year to maturity and strike K = 130 the price is 4.3007. Now
consider another american call option but with time to maturity 0.9998, right before
the dividend payment. Since this is an american call option on a stock that does
not pay any dividends before maturity early exercise is never optimal. Hence the
Black-Scholes formula can be used and gives the value 4.9183. This is an arbitrage
opportunity since the cheaper of the two can be used exactly as the more expensive
one.

When using the Forward model one instead adds the forward value of all past
dividends to the stock price. This method yields similar problems with incorrect
volatilities.

2.2.2 M. H. Vellekoop and J. W. Nieuwenhuis method

A third most accurate model is to assume that the stock follows a geometric brow-
nian motion between the dividend payment dates, and on those dates there is a
discontinuity in the price with a jump corresponding to the size of the dividend.
This so called Piecewise Lognormal model gives rise to the non-recombining tree
problem. To get around this problem Vellekoop and Nieuwenhuis propose a model
where the cash dividends are omitted when building the tree for the underying stock
[9]. Instead, the approximate option prices VN (td, Std) at the ex-dividend date td
are determined as usual stepping backwards through the tree. At that moment how-
ever the stock price is actually Std − d, and to find the corresponding option values
VN (td, Std − d) an interpolation method is used (for example linear interpolation).
The next section describes the method presented by Vellekoop and Nieuwenhuis.

The model

In the piecewise lognormal model the market is modelled with the following stochas-
tic dynamics under the risk neutral probability measure Q.

dSt
St−

= rdt+ σdWt + dAt
St−

(2.4)
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2.2. DISCRETE CASH DIVIDENDS AND TREE MODELS

dBt
Bt

= rdt (2.5)

where r > 0 and σ > 0 are known constants and

At = −
nD∑
i=1

Di(Sti−)1{t≥ti}

where 0 < t1 < t2 < ... < tnd are the times where dividends are paid and Di is the
cash amount being paid out at time ti.

When nd = 0 the process can be approximated with a binomial tree as described
in 2.1.2. Theoretically there is nothing wrong with straightforwardly extending the
method to the case when there are dividends. Assume however that a dividend is
paid out at time step m. We then have(

S0u
idm−i −D

)
d 6=

(
S0u

i−1dm−i+1 −D
)
u

and this leads to a new tree from each node after the dividend, making it compu-
tationally infeasible. The next section describes step by step the procedure to use
interpolation to avoid the non recombining property.

Implementation

The following steps describe the algorithm formulated by Vellekoop and Nieuwen-
huis. An denotes the set of stock values in the tree at a given time step n.

• Build a binomial or trinomial tree with n time steps for the underlying stock
without taking the dividend into account. At the end of the tree we calculate
the value of Φ(s) for all s ∈ AN . Work backwards through the tree as with the
usual binomial or trinomial tree solving algorithm until we get to the dividend
date time step m. We now have option values VN (s, td) for all s ∈ Am i.e., we
now have option values in a discrete set of s-points right after the dividend
has been paid out.

• To continue backwards through the tree we need the option values right before
the dividend is paid out. Since the stock price drops with D(St−) at the
dividend date the option value for a stock price s right before the dividend
equals the option price for a stock price s−D(s) right after the dividend. So we
need VN (s−D(s), td) where s ∈ Am but we only have VN (s, td). This problem
is solved using interpolation. We define a function BtdVN that approximates VN
on the whole R+ on the fixed time td and then use the values BtdVN (s−D(s))
to approximate VN (s−D(s), td).

• We now have the option value right before the dividend for all s ∈ Am and
can continue backwards through the tree until we get to time zero and have
the current option value.

11



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This method is straightforwardly applied to multiple dividends in the exact same
manner as above. A formal proof of convergence for the method can be found in
the original publication [9].

2.3 Adaptive mesh models
When pricing options using tree models one is basically approximating the options
price function V (t, St) in a discrete set of points in the (S, t)−plane. In some
occasions the function V (t, St) is very nonlinear in either S or in t yielding slower
convergence. As a basic example, consider a european put option with strike K =
100 at maturity. The price function (payoff function) at the end of the tree is
V (T, ST ) = Φ(ST ) = (K − ST )+. Now assume that in our tree we have points of S
that do not coincide with the strike. When we take one step backwards through the
tree we determine the price function in those points as the (approximate) expected
value of the payoff at maturity by taking a weighted average of the values in the
last step. In the interval around the strike this approximation is overestimating the
option price due to the convex payoff function, see Figure 2.3. This kind of error
decreases when the number of nodes in the tree is large, since we get a much finer
set of points for the nonlinear function. However, it is computationally costly to
increase the number of nodes in the whole tree. To solve this problem adaptive
mesh models have been developed so that one can choose to increase the density of
nodes in only selected parts of the tree.

2.3.1 S. Figlewski, B. Gao’s approach
The core idea of an adaptive mesh is that the underlying stock price tree in selected
intervals of S or t goes to points not coinciding with the original tree. Since the
probailities for up and down movements of the stock have direct relationships with
the step size and the corresponding up and down values there are restrictions to
what points in the (S, t)−plane the refined tree actually can reach. To get more
degrees of freedom Figlewski and Gao have chosen to use a trinomial tree instead
of a binomial.

Building the tree

Under the Black-Scholes assumption the stock St follows a lognormal distribution.
To simplify the model the underlying tree is built with the logarithm of St. Let
X∗t = ln(St), then the risk neutral dynamics is given by

dX∗t = αdt+ σdWt. (2.6)

Here α = r−q− σ2

2 and q is the continuous dividend yield or any other deterministic
continuous value increase or decrease rate for the stock (in many cases q = 0).

According to Figlewski and Gao the rate of convergence is generally increased
if the tree is symmetrical. Hence they choose to use a mean adjusted process of

12



2.3. ADAPTIVE MESH MODELS

Figure 2.3. The solid line represents the payoff function at maturity for a european
put option with strike price $100. If our binomial tree happens to have nodes at 99.5
and 100.5 we get exact the same option value as if the payoff function would be the
dashed line on the interval. This will result in an overestimated price since the dashed
line always is above or equals the solid line.

X∗t as Xt = X∗t − αt when building the tree, and we have the relation St = eXt+αt

This process has no drift and is therefore symmetrically distributed around X0. In
the trinomial tree the middle movement is zero and we define the up and down
movements of Xt as h and −h respectively and, as before, let k denote the length
of a single time step determined by T (time to maturity) and the number of time
steps N as k = T

N .
We now have four unknown parameters, h and the probabilities for up, middle

and down movement of Xt, pu, pm and pd.
To guarantee convergence of a trinomial tree approximation as h → 0 the

expected value and variance must match those of the process it approximates
Xt+k − Xt. It has also been shown that the distribution error can be reduced
if also higher moments are matched. As stated in [1], by choosing a symmetric dis-
tribution for the trinomial, i.e., pu = pd, all the odd moments are zero. In particular
the expected value equation

E[Xt+k −Xt] = 0 = puh+ pm0 + pd(−h)

is satisfied.
We now use the second moment (variance) and fourth moment (kurtosis) to

13



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

solve for pu and h. Then pm gets the rest of the probability mass so that they sum
up to one i.e.,

E[(Xt+k −Xt)2] = σ2k = puh
2 + pm0 + pdh

2 = 2puh2

E[(Xt+k −Xt)4] = 3σ4k2 = puh
4 + pm0 + pdh

4 = 2puh4

pm = 1− pu − pd = 1− 2pu.
(2.7)

Solving (2.7) we get

pu = pd = 1
6 , pm = 2

3 , h = σ
√

3k or σ2k

h2 = 1
3 . (2.8)

Figure 2.4 shows the ordinary tree in X. Now we can use the tree in the usual

Figure 2.4. The base trinomial tree

manner to determine the desired option value. Starting in the nodes at maturity we
determine the option prices V (T, ST ) = Φ(ST ) = Φ(eXT+αT ) for XT = X0±h,X0±
2h, ...,X0 ±Nh by evaluating the excercise value. We continue backwards through
the tree by comparing the excercise value with the expected value of waiting in each
node until we reach time zero and get the sought after option value V (0, S0).

14



2.3. ADAPTIVE MESH MODELS

The finer mesh

We now use the introductory example of the european put to introduce the con-
cept of an adaptive mesh. The error was introduced in the last time step when
overestimating the option value in the interval over the strike price. If we double
the number of time steps we get twice as many points at maturity and hence re-
duce the error. With this approach however, we also increase the number of nodes
throughout the whole tree and therefore heavily increase the computational power
needed.

Figure 2.5. In this tree we have added a finer mesh only in the last step.

Figlewski and Gao suggest to double the points in the last time step and use
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a finer mesh in the last time step only. With twice as many points we get a step
height h′ = h

2 and to maintain the solution for the moment equations (2.8) we choose
k′ = k

4 . With this solution we have the same up, down and middle probabilities. In
the last step of the tree we now take four smaller steps, each with a step length k

4
and step height h

2 . This means that in four small steps we go one step of size k in
t and two steps of size h in X. Hence we need two extra nodes in our tree since it
narrows by 2h in the last step instead of h, so we add the nodes X0 ± Nh + 1 at
time T . Figure 2.5 shows the tree with a finer mesh in the last step. Due to the
choice of h′ and k′ the points in the finer mesh perfectly aligns with the points in
the course mesh after one time step.

A fine mesh around a dividend

In the case of this thesis we use this finer mesh approach, but instead of applying
it on the last step in the tree we use it wherever a discrete dividend payout might
be, but in this case a new problem arises. In the previous example we could easily
add points in the tree because in the last nodes we get the option values by simply
evaluating the payoff function in those points. This is not possible in the middle of
the tree since those values depend on the ones in the time step behind.

Figlewski and Gao encounters this problem when applying the finer mesh on
options with discrete barriers. To get into the finer mesh at time td they divide
a normal step right before of length k into two, one of length 3k

4 and the other of
length k

4 . In the first step coming from time td + k the number of points in X
are doubled so that every other point is on the same level as the coarse mesh and
every other is in between. In the second step we take the familiar h

2 ,
k
4 - step and we

have now doubled the points at time td. Now, exactly as in the previous example,
we take four steps of length k

4 and end up at the nodes aligning perfectly with the
coarse mesh at time td−k. Again, due to the steeper tree in the interval we need to
originate from a tree enlarged with an X-value on each side of the tree. To illustrate
this example we again use a tree with three time steps, and now assume that the
second last time step is td and hence we want a finer mesh around that specific
time, see Figure 2.6.

The question to answer now is: How do we get the option values after the
3k
4 -step? For the nodes on the same level as the coarse tree Figlewski and Gao
actuates a trinomial branching. As previously we set pu = pd since this solution
satisfies each odd moment, expected value included. Furthermore, as in (2.7), we
have pm = 1 − pu − pd = 1 − 2pu. If we now look at the second moment equation
we have

E[(Xt+ 3k
4
−Xt)2] = σ2 3k

4 = puh
2 + pm0 + pdh

2 = 2puh2. (2.9)

From (2.8) we still have the relationship σ2k
h2 = 1

3 which means that pu is unambigu-
ously determined in (2.9) as
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2.3. ADAPTIVE MESH MODELS

Figure 2.6. Here we have added a finer mesh in the middle of the tree. We use a
step of length 3k

4 to get the desired density of points.

pu = 3σ2k

4 · 2h2 = 3
4 · 2 · 3 = 1

8 . (2.10)

Worth noting here, Figlewski and Gao does not, is that the kurtosis is not matched
for the probabilities pu = pd = 1

8 and pm = 3
4 . We have

E[(Xt+ 3k
4
−Xt)4] = 3σ4

(3k
4

)2
= 27

16σ
4k2 6= 9

4σ
4k2 = puh

4 + pm0 + pdh
4.

The approximation is only required to match the first and second moments to
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guarantee convergence, so it is no disaster that the kurtosis is not matched. Going
forward, for the nodes in between the nodes from the coarse lattice Figlewski and
Gao actuates a quadrinomial branching to the two closest nodes above and under,
at distances ±h

2 and ±3h
2 . Again, we use the moment equations to determine the

needed probabilities puu, pu, pd and pdd. Assuming symmetric distribution we have
puu = pdd and pu = pd. The probabilities sum to one gives

1 = puu + pu + pd + pdd = 2puu + 2pu ⇔ pu = 1− 2puu
2 . (2.11)

Like before we only need to solve the variance equation for puu since this gives us
all other probabilities.

E[(Xt+ 3k
4
−Xt)2] = σ2 3k

4 = puu

(3h
2

)2
+ pu

(
h

2

)2
+ pd

(
h

2

)2
+ pdd

(3h
2

)2

σ2 3k
4 = 2puu

(3h
2

)2
+ 2pu

(
h

2

)2

σ2 3k
4 = 2puu

(3h
2

)2
+ 21− 2puu

2

(
h

2

)2

⇔ 18puu + 1− 2puu = 3σ
2k

h2 = 3 · 1
3 = 1. (2.12)

This results in the solution puu = 0. This means that we can actually use a binomial
branching for these nodes with probabilities pu = pd = 1

2 .
If we take a look at the kurtosis here we see again that they do not match with

our probabilities

E[(Xt+ 3k
4
−Xt)4] = 3σ4

(3k
4

)2
= 27

16σ
4k2 6= 9

16σ
4k2 = pu

(
h

2

)4
+ pd

(
h

2

)4
.

Here Figlewski and Gao actually incorrectly state that the kurtosis is satisfied
and used to find the solution. Again this is not a radical error since convergence is
still guaranteed.

An even finer mesh

An advantage with this particular method for refining the mesh is that one can
easily make it even finer recursively. Within the fine mesh, the up, down and
middle probabilities are the same as in the coarse mesh, as well as the relationship
between the step length k′ and step height h′

σ2k′

h′2
=
σ2
(
k
4

)
(
h
2

)2 = σ2k

h2 = 1
3

Figure 2.7 shows a tree where the mesh has been refined twice around the center
of the tree using a step length of k

16 and a step height of h4 .
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Figure 2.7. In this tree we have applied the refinement method twice so we have an
even finer mesh in the region around the middle of the tree. in the finest mesh area
we use a step length of k

16 and a step height of h4 .
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Chapter 3

Analysis and Results

3.1 A close study of the algorithm
In todays society computing power is considered cheap, and usually this kind of
studies are tested using hundreds or thousands of time steps. In this particular case
however performance is extremely important. ORC software needs to be able to
price portfolios consisting of thousands of contracts very fast, hence each contract
preferably should take as few steps as possible. As we shall see, errors occur when
studying trees with 30 to 40 time steps, errors that would be negligible with a large
number of steps.

3.1.1 Initial observations

At ORC an implementation based on the Vellekoop and Nieuwenhuis method has
been tested. Instead of a CRR tree a High Order Trinomial tree was used so that an
adaptive mesh could be applied. Also, in the last time interval the option is assumed
european so the first prices are calculated using Black-Scholes formula (a method
that has proven great for speeding up convergence). To improve the performance of
the algorithm the adaptive mesh method that Figlewski and Gao used for discrete
barriers was applied around the discrete dividends. Figure 3.1 shows a particular
output of the program. As one can see the speed of convergence is vastly improved
when applying the adaptive mesh. The convergence graphs however can look very
different depending on the parameters.

3.1.2 Sources of errors

There are endless combinations of early/late dividend, large/small dividend, high/low
strike, multiple dividends and different values for σ, r and T . Lots of test cases have
been covered by systematically varying these parameters and analyzing the results.
In the following sections we show some examples cherry picked to highlight the dif-
ferent kinds of errors. As a delimitation we only use american call options in the
examples.
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Figure 3.1. Convergence graph for an american call option. Using parameters
S0 = 100,K = 100, σ = 0.3, r = 0.05, T = 1, td = 0.3, d = 5.

Interpolation method

The algorithm implemented by ORC uses linear interpolation at the dividends.
Vellekoop and Nieuwenhuis does the same in all their examples, but they only study
trees with a large number of nodes. When using 250-1000 time steps the importance
of the interpolation method is smaller compared to when using 30-40 time steps.
In this section we compare the linear interpolation with cubic interpolation. As an
example we use an american call option with S0 = 100, T = 1, d = 1, td = 0.5 and
different strike values.

Generally linear interpolation performs poorly in nonlinear areas of a function
where the data points are sparse. An interesting effect of the logarithmic nature
of the trinomial tree is that the density of data points is skewed. For large stock
prices the data points are very sparse, and for the small prices they are very dense.
This makes the interpolation generally worse if V (t, St) has its nonlinearity for large
values of St. We know V (T, ST ) = Φ(ST ) = (ST −K)+ is piecewise linear with an
edge at K. When stepping backwards through the tree one simply takes a weighted
average of those values and we get a curve that bends around K, i.e the nonlinear
region of V (td, Std) depends on K.

Figure 3.2 shows the function data points (Std , V (td, Std)) we use for the inter-
polation first using a strike K = 50 and then K = 200. In both cases 30 time
steps were used, giving 31 data points at the dividend date. As we can see, when
K = 50 the function is nonlinear in a very dense region of data points, while when
K = 200 the function bends in a lot more sparse region. This has a huge impact of
the accuracy of the overall algorithm as we can see in Figure 3.3. In the low region
of 30 to 40 time steps the relative error is about 5 · 10−3 − 6 · 10−3% when K = 50
compared to 1.7− 1.9% when K = 200.
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Figure 3.2. The data points we have before interpolation with different strike prices.
Left: K = 50 Right: K = 200
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Figure 3.3. Convergence graph of the relative error for an american call option.
Left: K = 50, Right: K = 200. Notice the difference in scale.

An effect from applying the fine mesh on the tree around the dividend is that
we double the number of data points that we use for the interpolation. As we have
learned, this is especially important on options with high strike prices. Another way
of increasing accuracy for the interpolation is to use a better interpolation method.
Figure 3.4 shows the relative error convergence when running the algorithm with
linear interpolation compared to PCHIP (described in Section 2.1.3), each with zero,
one and two levels of fine mesh. PCHIP has far higher accuracy since it captures
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the shape of the curve with a third degree polynomial in each interval instead of
a straight line. The results show a remarkable increase in accuracy when using
PCHIP. We basically get the same convergence as when using linear interpolation
and two levels of fine mesh. This is great considering the cost of adding the fine
level of mesh.

A tree with N = 29 time steps has 302 = 900 nodes in the tree. If a dividend is
placed late in the tree so that the fine mesh is added around step nd = 28 we actually
add 18nd = 18 ∗ 56 = 1008 nodes to the tree, i.e., the tree size almost doubles. By
adding a second layer of fine mesh we add another 36nd = 2016 nodes which means
that the tree now has 3474 nodes in total, that is almost four times the size of the
original tree. Hence to keep calculations down it is worth avoiding the second layer
of fine mesh whenever possible and the PCHIP interpolation dramatically increases
the performance.
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Linear interpolation, no fine mesh
Cubic interpolation, no fine mesh
Linear interpolation, one level of fine mesh
Cubic interpolation, one level of fine mesh
Linear interpolation, two levels of fine mesh
Cubic interpolation, two levels of fine mesh

Figure 3.4. Convergence is drastically improved when changing the interpolation
method from linear to cubic.

Choppy convergence

Another error that is reduced when applying the fine mesh is the one that comes
from the displacement of the dividend when there aren’t nodes exactly on that time.
This error is rarely discussed, in the Vellekoop and Nieuwenhuis article this is not
mentioned in the examples since the algorithm still convergence.

Usually when a dividend is offset from the nodes in the tree it is just moved to
the next time step and its value is adjusted with the interest rate. This is usually
okey since when working with large trees with hundreds or thousands of time steps
the movement is typically very small. In our case however, when working with
30− 40 time steps, this can actually have an impact on the price.
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Figure 3.5 shows the convergence graph of an american call option (S0 =
100,K = 100, σ = 0.3, r = 0.05, T = 1). The stock pays a discrete dividend of
size d = 15 at time td = 0.44. As one can see, when using no fine mesh, the price
can vary from about 9.75 (33 steps and the dividend is moved 0.015) to 9.95 (32
steps and the dividend is moved 0.029) only by changing the number of steps by
one. The real price is about 9.68 and the more the dividend happens to be moved
due to its placement relative to the tree, the more the price is overestimated. The
local price variance gets a lot smaller when the fine mesh is used since it reduces
the maximum distance the dividend is moved.
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Figure 3.5. The decreased choppiness by adding levels of fine mesh.

In the examination of the problem we came up with a new way of dealing with
the error from moving the dividend that does not require any fine mesh. The idea
is that instead of moving the dividend to the next time step one simply inserts an
extra step right on the dividend date, see Figure 3.6.

One takes a step of length ak to the dividend, followed by a step of length
(1− a)k back to the original tree. For this approach to work we have to check that
there are probabilites pu, pd and pm that satisfy the required moments of the normal
distribution. As shown earlier, by choosing a symmetric distribution, pu = pd all odd
numbered moments are zero and hence satisfied. For the second moment however
we get

E[(Xt+ak −Xt)2] = σ2ak = puh
2 + pm · 0 + pdh

2 = 2puh2

⇔ pu = σ2ak

2h2 = a

6 .

This is an acceptable probability for a ∈ [0, 1]. The fourth moment is generally not
matched, we have
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Figure 3.6. A tree where an extra time step is inserted.

E[(Xt+ak −Xt)4] = 3σ4a2k2 6= 3aσ4k2 = puh
4 + pm · 0 + pdh

4

except for when a = 1 or a = 0 (which corresponds to taking a standard step
and taking no step at all).

An error in the implementation It was a surprise to see that the method
using an extra step did not improve the algorithm at all. The choppiness was
just as significant as when using the method of moving the dividend. In a closer
investigation we found that the relative error was very small when a was close
to one, i.e., the dividend was very close to the next time step in the tree and
the extra step consisted of one step of length close to k followed by a step close
to 0. This is because there is an optimal exercise opportunity right before the
dividend, and with a very short step after the payout some of these optimal exercise
values are included by the algorithm. The problem is that the algorithm does not
check for optimal exercise immediately after the interpolation which was the case
in my initial implementation and the implementation at ORC and possibly in the
implementation by Vellekoop and Nieuwenhuis. For the american call option the
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value right before the dividend is paid out is, where F denotes the interpolating
function, max(max(Std− − K, 0), F (Std− − d))) instead of just F (Std− − d) as I
had assumed in the initial implementation. The error does go to zero for large
trees but when working with few time steps it can be significant. Figure 3.7 shows
the convergence for the original algorithm with and without the exercise condition
checked.
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Figure 3.7. In red is shown the convergence graph when optimal exercise is not
checked after interpolation and in the blue graph the condition is checked.

With this error fixed the extra step method gives remarkable results. The chop-
piness is completely eliminated and we get a smooth convergence graph hence elim-
inating the unnecessary variance from the dividend positions relative to the tree.
That the fourth moment is generally not matched does not seem to be any problem,
at least compared to the magnitude of error introduced when the dividend is moved.
Figure 3.8, using the exact same parameters as before, shows the convergence of the
option price using this new approach compared to the fine mesh method.

3.2 Optimization

3.2.1 Removing unnecessary nodes

The research so far have established two things laying ground for the optimization
of the algorithm.

1. The adaptive mesh creates more points in S-direction. This improves the
interpolation, especially for high strike prices.
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Figure 3.8. The red, blue and green graphs show the convergence of the price using
zero, one and two levels of fine mesh and moving the dividend. The black line shows
the convergence when using the extra step method and no levels of fine mesh.

2. The adaptive mesh creates more points in t-direction. This reduces the error
introduced when the dividend is moved to the next node when td is not a
multiple of ∆t.

The error in (2) can however be eliminated by using the ”Extra step method”,
i.e., inserting one extra step exactly on the dividend date so no movement of the
dividend is required. This makes the finer mesh in t-direction more or less unnec-
essary.

The goal of the optimization is to get to the desired resolution in the S-direction
in as few steps as possible, and then get back to the original resolution in as few
steps as possible. As a reference point for the calculations, assume a tree with
N = 40 time steps. This tree has (N + 1)2 = 412 = 1681 nodes. When applying
a fine level of mesh around time step m as described in [6] (used in the original
implementation) another 18m − 6 nodes are added. If two levels of fine mesh are
added the additional number of nodes is 54m − 12. This means that for a tree
with 1681 nodes two levels of fine mesh and m = 2 means another 96 nodes are
added to the tree, an increase with 6%. When m = 38 another 2040 nodes are
added to the tree which corresponds to an increase of 127.5%. As the previous
results have shown, changing interpolation method from linear to cubic drastically
increases the speed of convergence. Almost every test shows that the solution using
cubic interpolation and one level of fine mesh converges faster than using linear
interpolation and two levels of fine mesh. Moreover, two layers does not yield a
substantially better solution than one layer when cubic interpolation is used. Hence
we focus on the one level case although the reasoning can easily be applied on
additional levels as well.
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Removing the non-standard step before dividend

In [1] Figlewski and Gao use a step of length 3k
4 followed by a step of length k

4 when
they start to zoom. This is useful since it allows for easy recursion when one want
to apply multiple depth layers of finer mesh. When considering specific cases for
the dividend payout date td the 3k

4 length step is only necessary when td is in the
first quarter (reading backwards) of the subsequent time step and the fine mesh is
of depth two. In every other case one can take a standard step to the nodes that
are on the same level as the original tree, and actuate a quadrinomial branching
for the intermediate nodes. We have again four probabilities that by the symmetry
requirement satisfy (2.9) and we end up with a very similar equation as (2.12):

E[(Xt+k −Xt)2] = σ2k = puu

(3h
2

)2
+ pu

(
h

2

)2
+ pd

(
h

2

)2
+ pdd

(3h
2

)2

σ2k = 2puu
(3h

2

)2
+ 2pu

(
h

2

)2

σ2k = 2puu
(3h

2

)2
+ 21− 2puu

2

(
h

2

)2

⇔ 18puu + 1− 2puu = 4σ
2k

h2 = 4
3 (3.1)

having the solution puu = pdd = 1
48 and pu = pd = 1

2 −
1
48 = 23

48 .
This is a simple reduction on nodes that decreases the total number of nodes

with 4m+ 3. Using the same example as before (N = 40,m = 38) this corresponds
to a decrease in nodes of 6%.

Reducing steps in the dividend interval

Since the biggest gains for the algorithm comes from the greater resolution in S−
direction it does seem unnecessary to take four time steps over the time interval
where the dividend is. The argument for the four steps are that the relationship
for k and h are preserved, which makes the fourth moment match for the normal
distribution. However, as discussed in Section 3.1.2 when a extra step is added to
land exactly on the dividend time, the fourth moment really isn’t that important.
Hence, instead of taking the k

4 length steps up until the dividend interval followed
by an extra step to land exactly on the dividend we use the extra step approach
directly. So, when the number of nodes are doubled in the step before the dividend,
we take one step of size a · k to the dividend payment date. The interpolation is
performed followed by a step of size (1− a) · k to get back to the original tree.

For this to work out there are som constraints on the height in the extra step.
First, assume we use the step height h

2 , the same as when taking the full four finer
steps in the mesh. Then we get from solving the first and second moment equation
that
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pu ·
h2

4 = σ2ak ⇔ pu = 2a · σ
2k

h2 = 2a
3

This solution only works for a ≤ 3
4 , otherwise pu + pm + pd > 1. Due to this fact

it can be preferable to use h as height in the extra step although we have a finer
mesh of height h

2 , so when calculating the value at the dividend date we use the
nodes two steps up and two steps down. This way we get the probability

pu = a

6

just like when we take the extra step without zooming in before, and this probability
works for every a ∈ [0, 1]. In the interval 0 ≤ a ≤ 3

4 we can choose to use either h
or h

2 as step height. Although none of them did match the fourth moment for the
normal distribution, we use the one that is closest to the fourth moment. We have

z = E[(Xt+ak −Xt)4] = 3σ4a2k2.

The fourth moment when using h as step height (and p = a
6 ) is

yh = 2ph4 = 2 · a6h
4 = a

3σ
432k2 = 3aσ4k2,

and when using h
2 as step height (and p = 2a

3 )

yh
2

= 2ph
4

16 = 1
8 ·

2a
3 · h

4 = a

12 · h
4 = a

12 · σ
432k2 = 3a

4 σ
4k2.

On the interval a ∈ [0, 1], yh is constantly above the curtosis z, while yh
2
is constantly

below. For small a, yh
2
is closest to z but at some point yh gets closer. To find that

point we solve

yh − z = z − yh
2

⇔ a− a2 = a2 − a

4

which has the solution a = 5
8 .

Hence, we use the step height h
2 when 0 ≤ a ≤ 5

8 and h when 5
8 < a ≤ 1. Figure

3.9 shows how the two kinds of trees look. This can be compared with Figure 2.6
to see the reduction in nodes.

The total number of nodes are reduced with 8m − 8 nodes by applying this
method. In total, the nodes are reduced with 12m − 5. Using the example where
N = 40 and m = 38 the optimization leads to a 19% total decrease in nodes.
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Figure 3.9. The difference in optimal tree structures when a = 5
8 (left), a = 1

2
(middle) and a = 3

8 (right).

3.2.2 Speed and accuracy comparison running on optimized code

The implementation work in the C programming language was more time consuming
than expected and hence the final optimized version of the algorithm described
in Section 3.2.1 could not be contained with desired speed within the scope of
this thesis. Therefore the time comparisons with the original algorithm (we call
it algorithm A) are made with a version where only the interpolation method is
changed from linear to PCHIP and the check for optimal exercise right before the
dividend time have been added (called algorithm B). However, the values delivered
by the final program, in which we made the optimization described in section 3.2.1
are correct so they are used in the accuracy comparison (algorithm C).

Execution time

For our execution time tests we used an american call option with strike price
K = 100, volatility σ = 0.2 and risk free interest rate r = 0.02. The spot price
varies between 90 and 110 and we calculated the average execution time of 10000
tests evenly distributed on that interval. We ran the test four times, where the
first three had time to maturity T = 1 and one dividend of size D = 2 on times
tD = 0.1, 0.6, 0.9 respectively. The fourth time we used T = 5 and eight dividends
of size D = 2 on times tD= {0.1, 0.6, 2.1, 2.6, 3.1, 3.6, 4.1, 4.6}. Algorithm A runs
with zoom depth 2, which is the currently used method at ORC. Algorithm B
uses only zoom depth 1 since the improved interpolation step makes the accuracies
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comparable.
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Figure 3.10. Average execution time for algorithm A with zoom depth 2 compared
to the algorithm B and zoom depth 1.

As the results show in Figure 3.10, the speed difference is nonexistent when
the dividend payment is placed early in the tree. Here zooming requires few extra
nodes and hence the extra nodes required by zooming two steps evens out when
using the fast linear interpolation. For the mid and late dividends we see a gain in
performance time of about 15% and 14% respectively. Here the extra zooming is
costly since an additional zoom layer adds a lot more additional nodes than in the
first example.

The last test run with 8 dividends evenly distributed on 5 years show how the
time gains of each dividend add up, here we have a 31% gain in execution time.

Accuracy

For the test on execution time with 8 dividends we plotted the convergence graphs
of the prices using the algorithms A and B. Figure 3.11 shows the results from
which it is clear that although the new version has fewer zooming nodes and lower
execution time the results are also more accurate.

We ran additional accuracy tests, and this time we also used algorithm C. We
used the parameters S0 = 100, σ = 0.2, r = 0.02, T = 1 and tD = 0.4 and we ran the
tests for K ∈ {70, 100, 130} and D ∈ {2, 15}. In Figure 3.12 we see the results as
the average relative error in percent on the interval 35 to 45 steps (For the reference
value we used the algorithm with PCHIP interpolation, zoom depth 2 and 2500
time steps). For algorithm A and B we used zoom depth 1 and 2, and for algorithm
C we used zoom depth 0 and 1.
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   graph Page 1    

Figure 3.11. Price graphs for the option with 8 dividends on 5 years using 10 to 55
time steps. The yellow graph is produced by algorithm A using zoom depth 2 and
the red graph is from algorithm B and zoom depth 1. The blue line at the bottom
is the exact value. Left: S0 = 90, middle: S0 = 100, right: S0 = 110. Algorithm B
performs better in each case.

The results show clearly that using the extra step method in algorithm C im-
proves the average accuracy a lot. This is particularly emphasized in the left group
in each tests, where that method is used without any zoom depth and still outper-
forms the other two (using zoom depth 1) in most cases.

When comparing algorithm A and B the results are in some cases confusing.
For example in the case when K = 130 and D = 15 the two show approximately
the same error. It is probably an effect from different errors cancel each other
out. When not checking for optimal exercise the option gets undervalued but when
moving the dividend the option gets overvalued.

Another source of error is the interval on which we take the average relative error.
It is only variation of 10 time steps and due to the choppiness of the graphs the
results can vary depending on how the choppiness align in that particular interval.
However, we did not want to expand the interval since the algorithms are intended
to be used for the low number of time steps.

3.2.3 Future study

The overall results we found have been positive and the algorithm has improved
both in terms of speed and accuracy. There are however things that could make
even more improvements that we had no time to examine.

Since the function we interpolate on is very nonlinear in only a short interval
it feels unnecessary to use PCHIP interpolation on the whole interval. It should
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Figure 3.12. The average relative error (35 to 45 steps) for the option prices when
varying the strike K (70, 100 and 130) and the dividend size D (2 and 15) The
algorithms when the dividends are moved, A and B, are tested on depth one and two
while algorithm C run using depth 0 and 1.

be possible to interpolate linearly in the majority of the function and use PCHIP
only in the nonlinear region. It is also a possibility to only do the zooming in the
nonlinear region, this has the potential to improve the efficiency of the program a
lot since it would make zooming equally cheap performance wise anywhere in the
tree.

Another thing that could be experimented on is to use different zoom depths
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for different dividends in the same tree. For example early dividends might need
deeper zoom than late since the resolution is low early in the tree.
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